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Abstract 
Qiraat mutawatirah is a qiraat (the style of reading) agreed by ulama (scholars) qiraat as sahih 
(valid) and is considered as a correct of reading al-Qur’an. Reading al-Qur’an by using qiraat 
mutawatirah is an ibadah (worship) and it will be rewarded. To ensure any qiraats is qiraat 
mutawatirah, scholars placed specific requirements to differentiates between valid qiraats 
with the questionable and made up qiraats. Scholars founds that the requirements stated can 
also be used to validate modern research in authenticate obtained data. This research 
focusing on two main objectives which are to identify the requirements for qiraat 
mutawatirah and to analyze the requirements to be used for validation in authenticating 
research data related to Islamic-based research methodology. What are the requirements for 
qiraat mutawatirah? Can the requirements still be used in the modern research context? To 
answer these questions, qualitative research method and content analyzing was used in this 
research. In conclusions, there are elements existed in the requirements such as sanad 
mutawatir, the number of narrator and the characteristic of the narrator can be used in 
validation of the research data and research about Islam. 
Keywords: Qiraat, Mutawatir, Validity, Islamic Research Methodology 
 
Introduction 
Knowledge about qiraats is one of the important knowledges in Islamic traditional knowledge 
as well as other traditional knowledge such as Tawhid, Tafsir, Hadith, and Fiqh. Source of the 
qiraat is from the revelation given to the prophet Muhammad SAW (al-Habsy, 1996:26). 
Therefore, it is essential and important to know qiraats are mutawatir and their requirements 
to ensure the qiraats are mutawatir.  
 
There are six classifications of qiraat according to the scholars. The classifications are, qiraat 
al-mutawatirah, qiraat al-masyhurat, qiraat al-ahadiat, qiraat al-syadhdhat, qiraat al-
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maudu‘at, and qiraat al-mudrajat (al-Qattan, 1998:159-60, al-Suyutiy, t.t:77, al-Sabuniy, 
1985:232). From those classifications, only two of them can be used in reciting al-Qur’an. The 
other four classification of qiraat are not recognize for their validity due to the lack of either 
sanad or do not meet the valid qiraat requirements (al-Qattan, 1998:159-60). 
 
This paper focusing on the first type of qiraat, qiraat mutawarirah. Qiraat mutawatirah is the 
most authentic qiraat between the six classification of qiraat and it is a qiraat that is agreed 
upon by the scholars as close to the revelation to Rasulullah SAW (Manna’ al-Qattan, 
1998:159-60). Qiraat mutawatirah means qiraat or reciting brought by a group of narrators 
with a condition that the narrator may be impossible to carry out a fraud. The narration 
process prolonged until it reaches its end which is to the Prophet Rasulullah SAW (al-Suyutiy, 
t.t:79). 
 
Moreover, the definition of mutawatir in Ilm Qiraat (Qiraat Knowledge) is that a qiraat must 
be narrated by a just and dabit which then was taken from those who have similar characters 
as the narrator (Ibn-Jazariy, 2014:54). This occurs continuously from last narrator to the first 
narrator taking the narration. A narrator is a person who is fair (‘adalat). According to the 
Hadith Scholars, a narrator must be Muslim, sane, mature, respected, knowledgeable, 
dignified, and someone who avoid engaging in matters that violate religious teaching. A 
narrator also cannot be involved in any act of kufr, shirk, bid’ah, ftraaasiq and the like. A 
narrator also rarely commits small sins which do not affect his adalat (Ahmed, 2000:72). On 
the other hand, the meaning of dabit is a narrator known to the qiraat scholars as a person 
who are less making offences or rarely making mistakes in narrating a qiraat (Ibn-Jazariy, 
2014:54). 
 
The inspection done on the definition of qiraat mutawatirah and mutawatir shows there are 
several characteristic to be found for qiraat mutawatirah. Therefore, these two definitions 
need to be identified and analyzed to know the suitability for the current research method 
especially in validating data. Apart from the definition, the conditions of qiraat mutawatirah 
must also be identified. There arise several questions from here, what are the conditions of 
qiraat mutawatirah and does these conditions suitable to be used in as a method to 
determine the validity of research data.   
 
These two questions are summarized in two main objectives of this paper which are to 
identify the conditions of qiraat mutawatirah and to analyze these requirements for 
applications in validating the data in Islamic research. This paper conducting a qualitative 
study using document analysis method and content analysis to achieve these objectives. 
 
Generally, the result from analysis in this paper show that there are four main sections to this 
approach. Firstly, to clarify the requirements of qiraat mutawatirah through history; 
Secondly, obtaining mutawatir concept from the requirements of the qiraat mutawatirah; 
Thirdly, describing the method of determining the validation of data in Islamic research; and 
lastly, the conclusion. 
 
Requirements of Qiraat Mutawatirah 
Ilm Qiraat is one of the oldest knowledges in Islamic history starting from the Rasulullah SAW 
era alongside the revelation of al-Quran to the Prophet SAW. This knowledge is growing along 
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with the development of Islam to the outside of Arabs (al-Zarqaniy, 2001:312-313; ‘Abbas, 
2007:124, al-Ibrahim, 1996:52). However, after several years passes and many have taken this 
qiraat from the companions of Rasullullah r.a, there are bound to have disagreement and 
dissention among them. Thus, the Caliph ‘Uthman bin ‘Affan r.a has instructed to collect al-
Quran in one mashaf (book) and other copies besides those collected were burned (Zanjalah, 
2001:9-11). 
 
Consequently, qiraat scholars who are aware of this situation begun to examine and screen 
back each qiraat obtained. According to the scholars, the first person to study and create 
requirements for determining qiraat mutawatirah is Imam Ibn Mujahid (al-‘Abidiy, 2006:151 
& 2009:31). He studied by looking at some of the criteria and characters that a qari need to 
meet. Once the study completed, several requirements have been determined.  The 
requirements are that a qiraat shall comply one of the Rasm ‘Uthmany even in assuming, 
fulfilling one of the Arabic grammars even with one form only, and the sanad of the qiraat 
shall be mutawatir (al-Habsy 1996: 30; al-Syanqitiy 2000: 86). To further clarify the 
requirements, refer to the following Figure 1. 

 
Rajah 1: Requirements of Qiraat Mutawatirah 

 
Based on the three requirements of the qiraat mutawatirah, it is found that, in order one of 
the qiraat to be determined as sahih (authentic), it need to pass these three requirements 
during the screening. If one of those requirements is not fulfilled, a qiraat does not count as 
qiraat mutawatirah. The qiraat will belong to one of the five other types of qiraat.     
 
Analysis of The Requirements of Qiraat Mutawatirah and Mutawatir Concept 
The study of these three requirements need to be done to produce a suitable concept suitable 
in current research methods. First requirement, the qiraat must meet Arabic grammar even 
with wajh (form) either it is agreed on the wajh or there is khilaf that does not affect its 
meaning. Qiraat scholars do not look at the most widely used in Arabs, but they look to the 
most found in the narration and collection of the said grammar (al-Zarqaniy, 2001:499). This 
is because the Knowledge of Qiraat is a sunnah that is followed, which is based on the sanad 
and not merely the opinions or logic of common sense (al-Qattan, 1998:158). 

Requirements of 

Qiraat mutawatirah 

fulfilling one of the 

Arabic grammars 

(nahu) 

shall comply one of the 

Rasm ‘Uthmany 
sanad of the qiraat 

shall be mutawatir 
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The second requirement is the qiraat shall comply one of the rasm ‘uthmaniy even in 
assumption1. Fulfilling one of the rasm ‘uthmaniy means that the qiraat shall comply one of 
the qiraats found in the mashaf rasm ‘uthmaniy. This was stated because when the 
companions wrote mashaf rasm ‘uthmaniy, they strive in fulfilling the qiraat language they 
knew ( ‘Abbas, 2007:257). 
 
The third requirement is that the qiraat shall have a sanad which is mutawatir. It is due to the 
qiraat is a sunnah which is followed based on the strength of the safe transfer (salamat al-
naql) and on the sahih narration (al-Qattan, 1998:158). 
 
Sanad mutawatir means a narrator who narrated a qiraat must be fair and dabit (strong 
memory). Every narrator must have similar characteristic from the last narrator to the first 
narrator. In addition, the qiraat should be popular among qiraat scholars, there are not many 
mistakes in the qiraat and it is not unfamiliar qiraat to the scholars (al-Suyutiy, t.t:78). 
Mutawatir or al-tawatur specifically means a group of narrators from one generation which 
from them was impossible for them to fabricate and have narrated qiraats from a group of 
narrators from previous generation. This process passed through from the last narrator to 
Rasulullah SAW, the first narrator (Syalabiy, 1999:19) through al-Sama’ and al-Musyafahah 
methods (al-‘Abidiy, 2006:154; Sulaiman, 2013:76). 
 
Moreover, from the definition of mutawatir itself, the importance of the number of people in 
mutawatir is also important. If the number in a group delivering news was insufficient to 
produce a sahih information, then it does not consider to be mutawatir.  
 
In this research on the method to determine the validity of the data using the requirements 
of qiraat mutawatirah, it only focusing on sanad mutawatir. This is because sanad mutawatir 
can be used as one of the methods in current research, while there are no similar points in 
the current research methods for the other two requirements. Therefore, those two 
requirements are categorized as the requirements only for Ilm Qiraat. Thus, they will not be 
discussed in this study and only focusing on the requirements of sanad mutawatir only. 
 
 
Scholars forms an opinion that a concept can be formed to create a core in Islamic research 
methods during researching the content of qiraat mutawatirah and its requirements which is 
sanad mutawatir. The concept was named as the mutawatir concept in conjunction with the 
important of mutawatir in determining the validity of qiraats in Ilm Qiraat. Figure 2 below 
described this concept further.  
 

 
1 What is meant by assumptions is that such recitation of “maliki yawmi al-din” in Surah al-Fatihah, the 

lafz of ‘maliki’ written in all mashaf al-Qur’an without harf alif. Then if reading ‘maliki’ which is short, it 

fulfilled the rasm, while if reading ‘maliki’ with the length of two harakat, then it fulfilled the assumption 

(Manna’ al-Qattan, 1998:158). 
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Figure 2: The Construction of Mutawatir Concept 

 
From the figure above, this concept was constructed based on the definitions and the 
requirements of qiraat mutawatirah. Research into both points needs to be done because 
the construction of the mutawatir concept needs to be in-depth and screened in every 
intends either on surface or implied. Based on the definitions and its requirements, 
researchers may review its suitability for its applications in determining the data validity in 
Islamic research. More detailed information will be described in details on next sub-topics. 
 
The Construction of Islamic Research Data Determination Method based on the 
Requirements of Qiraat Mutawatirah 
Before explaining the method of determining the validity of Islamic research-related data, the 
method of determining the validity of common research data should be briefly explained first. 
The common research methods mentioned here are research methods adopted by all 
researchers in all academic fields. The methods were inspired from Western thought and was 
formed based on their worldview (Salleh, 2010:135-136) 
 
There are various sections in research methods. Among these sections include qualitative 
studies, quantitative studies, field studies, data collection methods, data validity methods and 
there are many more methods in academic research. However, this paper focusing on 
methods of validating data as well as ways on validating a set of data. The methods of 
validating data in common research is one of the important aspects to ensure the validity of 
the data and the research itself. Therefore, there are several methods in common research 
to determine the validity of data.  
 
According to the common research method, to validate a research data, the researcher must 
carefully examine the information obtained to produce a conclusion based on solid evidence. 
The researchers need to collect a large amount of data and explain the data and documents 
on how they collect and examine the said data. In addition, they also need to identify various 
processes, sources, or mechanisms in the collected data. Then they also need to look for 
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patterns on similarity and differences, similar and differs aspect from it. The researchers 
responsible in arranging various explanation and discussion, finding a more authentic, 
legitimate, correct, or worthy among them to be tested whether the study is conducted fairly 
or not (Neuman, 2007: 328; Wainer & Braun, 1988:xvii, Ismail, 2015:84).   
 
There are several types of methods used in common research for measuring and validating a 
set of data. The methods are construct validation, criteria validation, practical validation, 
content validation, internal and external validation, ecology validation, statistic validation, 
surface validation and simultaneous validation (Wainer & Braun, 1988:51-56; Weller & 
Romney, 1990:79-82; Ismail, 2015:85-88; Neuman, 2007:118-119). Moreover, among other 
methods in validating the data are cumulative validation, communicative validation, 
argumentative validation, triangulation, and respondent validation (Bapir, 2010:10). 
 
Even though there are many existing validation methods for data validation in mainstream 
research, there are also specific validation methods in Islam to determine the validation of 
data. In Islam, Islamic-related research methods were especially built on the main pillar of 
Islam which are al-Qur’an and al-Sunnah. Both al-Qur’an and al-Sunnah are the most 
important key in the formation of Islamic knowledge such as Ilm Hadith, Ilm Usul Fiqh, and 
Ilm Qiraat. 
 
Based on the concept of mutawatir in Ilm Qiraat, elements extracted from it are found to be 
able to form powerful and reassuring tools in determination of validity of data. This study will 
be focusing on four main points from the concept which are sanad mutawatir, number of 
narrators, character of narrator, and talaqqi musyafahah methods.  
 
Sanad mutawatir is a sanad that is constantly connected from narrator to narrator until it 
reaches the first narrator. The sanad that is connected in every tabaqat (stratum or 
generation) is very important in determining the authenticity of a qiraat. If one of those 
tabaqat detached due to certain reasons, then the qiraat cannot be considered as a qiraat 
mutawatir. If this first point is applied in the context of research data validity, to obtain a 
legitimate data, researchers needs to know from where and from whom they got the said 
data. If the researcher is able to track the data to the first source, then the data obtained are 
strong and definite.   
 
The number of narrators is important to make a sanad mutawatir. The number of narrators 
on every tabaqat or generation should be sufficient until it is irrefutable which the data 
cannot be falsified. However, there are no fix number on how many narrators needed to be 
sanad mutawatir. This was discussed by Ghazali (1950: 293-242), stating that scholars have 
consensus in the necessity in having a number of narrators to determine mutawatir of a 
sanad. However, there are dissension in determining the least number of narrators to 
produce tawatur (mutawatir).  Some thought the least number of narrators needed to 
produce tawatur is five (5) people, other thought the number is twenty (20) people, forty (40) 
people, seventy (70) people, and some even stated that the least number needed is three 
hundred and thirteen based on the number of Muslim troops in the Badr Battle. 
 
Second data validation method, the number of respondents was one of the benchmarks in in 
verifying the data. Thus, both fields have the similarity in this case. However, there are one 
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obvious difference where concept of mutawatir did not only look at the sheer number, but 
also the character of the narrator (in this case respondents) itself. 
 
A narrator should be famous with dabit character, which is strong memory, trustworthy, 
learning Ilm Qiraat in a long period of time, as well as having students learning from the 
narrator and talaqqi with the narrator as scholars agreed. (Muhammad ‘Ali al-Sabuniy, 
1985:234). In addition to the characteristics mentioned, a narrator also needs to be fair, wise 
and Muslim (Ibn -azariy, 2014:54; al-Suyutiy, t.t:78; Salih, 1993:121; Vrettou, 2014). In 
Determining the validity of research data, the character of the researchers and respondents 
should also be considered. If they have good characteristics and moral, then the information 
obtained definitely a true information. This was explained in detailed in the character of 
narrator in Ilm Qiraat. Thus, the implementation of the characteristic of narrator into this 
research method is a great step in maintaining the credibility and integrity of a researcher 
and respondent on the data. 
 
Talaqqi musyafahah2 method in Ilm Qiraat is to ensure that the qiraat is authentic is 
necessary in the study of narration of the qiraat. This is to confirm whether the narrator takes 
the qiraat by listening and reciting directly from the teacher or otherwise. The usage of 
narration qiraat by musyafahah is an important condition in Ilm Qiraat because all qiraat was 
not evaluated unless using al-sama’ and al-musyafahah (Ibn-Jazariy, t.t:49). Moreover, the 
narration of al-Qur’an and qiraat is the main knowledge as mashaf from the first decade of 
Hijrah did not have dots and line to read and only based on hearing alone (al-Zarqaniy, 
2001:490). When a narrator recites inform of their teacher by listening directly from him, then 
the qiraat is considered as sahih and can be counted as one of the recitals of al-Qur’an. 
Besides that, there are also scholars who uses terms al-sama’ and al-musyafahah, however, 
these terms have the same meanings to them.  
 
Talaqqi musyafahah method is a method that is suitable to use when a researcher is in the 
process of collecting research data. In common research method, data taken from primary 
sources is a strong data. Therefore, talaqqi musyafahah requires researchers to find the 
related primary sources. If this method is used, the researcher undoubtedly gets strong data 
due to the primary sources.  
 
Conclusion 
In conclusion, it was found that the research method in Islam have existed in various discipline 
of Islamic Knowledge including Ilm Qiraat. More specifically, the research on the 
requirements of qiraat mutawatirah found that there is a concept that can be applied in 
determining the validity of Islamic-related research data which is concept of mutawatir.  
Based on the elements found in this concept, a stronger method of determining the validity 
of Islamic-related research data can be constructed.   
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